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The Versatility of a  
Stately Post Frame Building

Why Build a Post Frame?

Agricultural/ 
Equestrian

Commercial/ 
Industrial

Residential/ 
Homes

Garage &  
Workshops

• Compared to traditional framing methods, post frames offer exceptional  
 cost savings.
•	Utilizing	metal	exterior	finishes,	post	frames	involve	almost	no	maintenance.
• In comparison to traditional building methods, post frames offer an  
 exponentially faster build time.
• The use of trusses and columns in post frame construction allow us to build up  
 to 72 ft. wide clear-span with no additional interior framing necessary.
• Post Frame construction allows more insulation with less thermal breaks,  
	 making	them	more	energy	efficient	than	conventional	framing	methods.	In	 
 addition, there is drastically less waste in post frame construction, boasting a   
 lesser carbon footprint. 



How Much Space  
Do You Need?

Determine Location
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Standard Sizes
• 24’ x 32’
• 30’ x 40’
• 32’ x 48’
• 36’ x 56’

• 40’ x 64’
• 48’ x 72’
• 50’ x 80’
• 60’ x 104’

• Foremost, are there any local zoning  
  restrictions dictating height and square  

footage? What are the setbacks from  
property lines? Are you located in a   
flood-zone?	All	these	questions	can	be		
easily answered by a phone call to  
your local town zoning department and  
providing your address.

•  Will there be utilities like water, gas or 
electric run to the building? If so, where 
will they be coming from?

•  Plan for the future, don’t restrict yourself 
while also keeping budget in mind.  

•  Determine the orientation and  
accessibility of the building. Which side 
are the overhead door openings on?  
Will there be a driveway or construction 
access?

•  Consider the elevation of the building in 
relation to its surroundings. Will there be 
positive drainage away from the building?

•		Outside	of	the	finished	dimensions	of	the	
building, retain a minimum of 8 ft. around 
all sides for construction purposes.For Your Reference ...

• The average motorcycle is 3’ wide x 8’ long
• The average riding mower is 4’ wide x 6’ long
• The average boat is 6’ wide and 26’ long with trailer
• The average tractor is 6’ wide x 12’ long
• The average car is 7’ wide x 15’ long  
 (15’x15’ with doors open)
• The average SUV & Truck are 8’ wide x 17’ long  
 (17’x17’ with doors open)
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Building Design Post Frame Architect

Permitting Process
•	 Every	building	we	construct	is	specific	to	the	needs	of	the		 	
 customer, thus the building is engineered on an individual   
 basis. These are not generic kits. 

•  To help our customers visualize the possibilities of their  
new building, we utilize the latest in post frame construction 
software. In real time you can see what a porch, cupola,  
color combinations and many more elements can do to  
enhance the aesthetic of your property’s newest addition.

• At Stately, we work hand-in-hand with architects specializing  
 in post frame construction. Not all architects understand the  
 proper ways to draft a post frame structure.

• Not just anyone can erect your building, Stately carries all  
 the proper insurances the local building department requires  
 to issue a permit.

•  To streamline the building process, we at Stately handle all 
necessary correspondence with the building department,  
furnish the proper blueprints, and apply for the building  
permit to take your project from concept to completion.
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Preparing Your Site What To Expect
• Whether Stately preforms your site work or not, it is important to understand  
 the anatomy of a proper building pad. A legitimate building site will keep your  
 build on schedule and less affected by weather conditions.

•  The future of your investment starts with your site preparation. Stately’s  
parameters are as follows and will ensure a top quality product.

  - Stabilization fabric must be laid down before stone is brought in.
  - Stone must not exceed 4” max. in base level.
  - Material must be compacted in 6”- 8” layers  
   (#2 crusher run or recycled crush concrete recommended)
  - Size of the building pad should be 8 ft. greater  
   than building on all sides in most cases.
  - Taking these steps will insure the proper  
	 	 	 base	for	the	future	of	your	concrete	floor. 

• Once our permit has been issued, we can take delivery of building materials  
 on site.
•  Trusses and metal are commonly delivered on a trailer in which they roll off. 

Lumber is unloaded and staged with a fork truck. All fragile items such as doors 
and windows are moved by hand.

•  Stately uses equipment such as box trailers to house tools on site, scissor lifts 
to aide in higher work, track loader for moving material and earthwork, and on 
larger scale builds, the use of a teleboom. 

•  It is common to see anywhere from 2-8 Stately crew members on site  
depending on building size.

•	 	Post	frame	construction	is	inherently	efficient,	build	times	can	range	from	 
4-8 days on smaller buildings to just a couple weeks on extensive projects.
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The Importance  
of the Foundation
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FASTENERS

In post-frame construction, the term “fastening system” refers to (A) 
the type of fastener used and (B) how/where it’s applied. 

Much of the building strength comes from the diaphragm of steel 
formed by the roof and sides. The more securely the steel is affixed 
to the wood framing, the stronger the post-frame building. 

In addition, the ability of a shear wall to resist lateral loads requires 
a well-constructed roof diaphragm. The two work together to 
transfer lateral loads through the shear wall to the foundation. 
The effectiveness of this system is only as good as the quality and 
quantity of connections.

HOLD MATERIALS IN PLACE

RESTRAINTS THAT ATTACH &RESTRAINTS THAT ATTACH &

Screw Comparison 
Video for Cleary, Morton, 
Menards, & FBi Buildings

What We Have Learned From Storms
During a storm, loss of roofing materials and sheathing is the leading 
cause of structural failure in wood framed buildings. The central 
reason behind these failures is inadequate fastening of sheathing 
to supporting members. Once the roof sheathing has been pulled 
off the roof framing, the diaphragm ceases to function, and the load 
path has been interrupted. This is why choosing the correct fastener 
is vital to your building’s structural integrity. 

Screws vs. Nails
When comparing pole barn builders, you should pay close attention to the 
fastening system each one uses to attach the steel siding and roofing. It’s     
worth your while to evaluate different offerings before making a purchase.

After all, the fastening system a professional builder uses can dramatically 
affect the structural integrity of your post-frame building. The right choice  
will provide a tight connection between wood and steel materials, ensuring  
a stronger structure that’ll still look good in the future.

When selecting a fastening system, we recommend using screws over nails. 
Why? Because the former has superior holding power compared to the latter 
(700 pounds vs. 250 pounds). But that’s only part of the story. 

Wood fibers tend to return to their original position when a screw or nail is 
driven inside. Nails push the wood fibers downward, while screws pull the 
wood fibers upward. As the fibers return to their original position, they push 
the nails out and pull the screws tighter. (shown right)

When installing the fasteners into steel, post-frame builders have two 
choices: the top of the rib or the flat area in between the ribs. Connecting in 
the flat area is a tighter, more secure construction method. (shown below)

A firm, lasting grip maximizes seal effectiveness and strength. Next, look for 
a fastener encapsulating the rubber washer (the last line of defense against 
leaks). If your washer is exposed to weather elements, it’ll degrade over time 
and become less effective. Then, those pesky leaks will create a rotten and 
weakened structure.

FBi Fact: FBi Buildings was the first to use stainless steel screw fasteners as a 
standard in all buildings.

Wood fibers return to their orginal position 
when a screw or nail is driven into the fibers. 
Nails push the wood fibers down while screw 
fasteners pull the wood fibers up. When the 
fibers try to return to their original position, 
they will push out a nail and pull a screw 
tighter. 

Fasteners Attached in Flat Area of 
Steel Panel
Installing the screw in the rib allows movement 
around the critical seal area, and that movement then 
compounds the potential for leaks. When a screw or 
nail is attached to the flat - instead of the ribbed area 
of the panel, a tighter connection is assured. 

Since a post-frame building gets much of its strength 
from the steel panels, the tighter it is attached to the 
building, the better.
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Having a firm foundation consisting of properly installed footings is a critical component of structural integrity. Concrete 
footers must be:

• Adequately sized to support the intended structure and its design load depending on the soil-bearing pressure

• Extended below exterior grade to avoid frost action during the winter

• Properly installed over well-compacted soil

• Compliant with local building codes

Powder Concrete Mix (Not Recommended)
 Avoid dry, powdered concrete mix as the basis for a load-bearing 
foundation. Powdered concrete requires ground moisture before it sets. 
Too little or too much moisture can cause instability (shown right), thus, 
jeopardizing your building’s structural integrity. 

COLUMNS ARE SUPPORTED

SOLID BASES BY WHICHSOLID BASES BY WHICH

Uplift anchors are rigidly attached near the base of the 
embedded column to significantly increase the force required 
to pull the column out of the ground.

Poured-in-place or precast concrete pads provide solid, 
non-shifting, load-bearing support to prevent your post-frame 
building from sinking.

Option of Gravel Backfill
Be sure your builder offers you the option of crushed rock 
(gravel) for backfilling column holes. This option provides:

• More lateral and uplift resistance than backfilling with soil

• Less settling around the columns later (important if you   
have a concrete floor)

Pole Barn 
Foundation Options

Pre-Cast Concrete Pad with Uplift Anchors (Good)

Column Bracketed to Concrete (Better)
If you opt for a continuous poured or block foundation, the columns should be 
firmly anchored to the base with specially designed brackets.

You want to ensure that the concrete is deep and thick enough to support the 
intended structure and exceed frost levels in your area. If not, the slab may be 
subject to frost heave. 

Pre-Cast Concrete Pad with Perma-Columns (Better)
Alternatively, Perma-Columns are precast concrete posts representing the evolution of pole 
barn construction. They’re sized to fit any laminated column or solid post. 

This sustainable solution can withstand decay, insect damage, and rotting. No wood goes 
into the ground.

Using 10,000 PSI precast concrete, Perma-Columns are 3x stronger than standard concrete. 
Then, the posts are reinforced with a 60,000 PSI rebar welded to a ¼’’ steel bracket.

Furthermore, they include microfibers to add shock resistance and durability. Microsilica 
enhances compressive strength and erosion resistance. A corrosion inhibitor protects the 
rebar reinforcement and brackets from rusting. 

A final admixture provides freeze 
and thaw protection. Overall, this 
special mix guarantees a lifetime 
of durability. In addtion, you’ll avoid 
expensive repair costs (i.e., rotten 
wood) by upgrading to Perma-
Columns.

Soil Cone
Grade

Concrete Pad

The “soil cone” is the 
soil above your uplift 
brackets that resists 
wind forces. 

Uplift
Anchors

FOUNDATION

• The structural integrity of a Post frame  
 structure starts at a properly installed  
 foundation.

• The pier foundation is designed for the  
 size of the intended structure, and must  
 be installed over compacted soil.

• The depth of the foundation must be  
	 42”		below	finished	floor	height	to	be	safe		
 from frost upheaval.

Example of powder concrete bag 
foundation (Not Recommended)

• Bagged concrete requires ground water  
 before it can set up, too much or   
 too little water can easily jeopardize the  
 buildings’ ability to carry the weight, 
 causing the building to sink. 

• This method also does not prevent   
 against forces such as uplift.

The loads on the building  
are directly transfered to the 
posts, which bear the weight  

on the foundation.  
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Stately provides a full 
concrete pier foundation 

with the integrated use of 
Perma-Column brackets  

on every building. 

INSULATIONINSULATION 

CRITICAL CONNECTIONCRITICAL CONNECTION 
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The Backbone of Post Frame Construction
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ROOF PURLINS

Roof purlins provide framing for sheathing material attachment. 
Purlins must be designed and constructed to resist:
• Gravity loads, including weight of roofing material and snow
• Uplifting wind loads
• Loads imposed by laterally bracing rafters or the tops of 

trusses

Lumber Grade
When it comes to lumber grade, bigger isn’t always better. 
Smaller purlins made from high-grade lumber may carry a 
heavier load than a larger purlin of low-grade lumber. 

Proper Spacing
Check the specifications to make sure the purlin spacing 
has been designed to meet snow load requirements. 
Purlins should be spaced no farther than 24’’ on center.

For gravity and wind loads, purlin spacing and size depend 
on how far apart the trusses are spaced. It’s important that 
the maximum spacing be specified with the truss design.

Be sure your post-frame builder accounts for the effects of 
truss bracing, chord forces, purlin strength, and diaphragm 
strength if using a wider span.

Pre-Drilled Purlins
Pre-drilling the purlins before assembly ensures that the 
purlin is not “blown out” by nail guns during construction.

For added strength, it’s recommended screwing the purlins 
together rather than nailing. More explanation on page 21. 

CARRY THE SNOW LOADCARRY THE SNOW LOAD

PROVIDES STRENGTH TO THE ROOF &PROVIDES STRENGTH TO THE ROOF &

Overlapping Ends (shown above)

This requires more lumber; however, overlapping 
purlin ends creates a stronger connection than 
butting the ends together.

Purlins on Edge
Purlins placed skinny side down make the piece 
more sturdy and increases the strength of the roof. 
Purlins laying flat on the trusses allows for more 
flexibility, therefore decreases the strength of the 
structure. See illustration on page 13.

Screws

Screws

Thin gauge
splice plate

Preferred Overlapped Joint

“Butt” Joint

SIDEWALL GIRTS

CARRY THE WIND LOADCARRY THE WIND LOAD

PROVIDES STRENGTH TO THE WALLS &PROVIDES STRENGTH TO THE WALLS &

Sidewall girts in post-frame construction: 2x4 or 2x6 secondary wall 
framing members are attached horizontally to columns to support the wall 
sheathing and carry wind loads. They also provide lateral support for the 
columns to resist buckling. 

The number of girts and the spacing between them combined with the 
number and spacing of siding fasteners make a tremendous difference in 
the strength and stiffness of your post-frame building. 

Understanding a “Shear Wall”
The wind impact on a poorly constructed post-frame building can cause 
it to lean or collapse. A shear wall is a reinforcement achieved with OSB 
sheets attached to the framing using multiple fasteners. 

A post-frame building may need a shear wall when:
• It has a large opening on an end wall
• It is extra tall
• It is much longer than it is wide

Walls must be engineered to
withstand all structural loads
anticipated, including shear 
forces that can cause racking
of the end walls. 

What is a Pole Barn Shear 
Wall and Why is it Important?

Post Frame Building Roof 
Purlins Installation Options
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LOAD PATH

The load path transfers all vertical and lateral loads from one building component to another until they reach the 
foundation. Therefore, understanding the interaction between design loads and building materials is essential. Any pole 
barn, regardless of size and location, must be designed to resist the structural loads anticipated during its lifetime. These 
loads can be divided into two categories – vertical and lateral.

Vertical Load Path

All structural loads must be able to pass from the areas in which the load is applied 
to the foundation.

Vertical loads: Loads acting in the up-and-down 
direction. Examples include building contents (e.g., 
decks, lofts, second stories), snowfall on the roof, 
and dead weight.

Lateral loads: Loads that act in a direction parallel to 
the ground, such as high winds and seismic activity 
(i.e., earthquakes). However, these forces can work 
in any direction. Therefore, the pole barn must be 
designed to withstand parallel and perpendicular loads 
to any wall.

Lateral Load Path

STRENGTH IS IMPORTANT

UNDERSTANDING WHYUNDERSTANDING WHY

BUILDER IS IMPORTANT

SELECTING THE RIGHT SELECTING THE RIGHT 

Checklist on How to Choose the Best Builder for Your Project:

Confirm that the builder has access to engineering resources.

Find out who/where the trusses are manufactured.

Knowledge of the skilled field labor and equipment required to build for longevity.

Examine the builder’s written warranty to ensure that the warranty is non-prorated and that the builder handles all 
warranty work.

Ensure the builder is willing to provide a licensed engineer’s stamp on all drawings that identify key building 
components.

Ask about the builder’s approach to risk management, does the builder have a written safety process, and ask to see 
documents regarding builder’s insurance, workmen’s compensation, and bonding.

Ask for references; “ask around” about the reputation of the builder regarding quality of materials, craftsmanship and 
service after the sale.

Find out how long they’ve been in business. Look for a long, successful track record and choose a builder that will 
still be around to service your building in the future.

Determine how well your builder is prepared to help you through the planning process. See what resources and 
guidance they are willing or able to provide early in your project.
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CONNECTION

Bearing Lumber
Follow the path to see how the loads are transferred from 
the roof to the columns to the foundation. High-quality 
construction and design optimize the use of bearing lumber 
and minimize points where the load transfer relies on the 
strength of fasteners.

Integrated Truss-to-Column Connections
(Recommended) 
Shown right, top

With an integrated or “saddled” connection, the truss is 
interlocked – not just attached to – the column. Secured 
from both sides with nails/screws/bolts, this truss-to-
column design significantly increases the strength of the 
connection. 

The results:

• A firm, interlocking wall system

• More efficient load transfer from the roof to the ground 
to efficiently transfer snow and wind loads

• Increases usable space in the building interior (doesn’t 
require knee bracing – a diagonal brace extending from 
the column to the bottom of the truss)

With overlapping connections, the truss simply sits on 
the top of or to the side of the column and relies on field-
installed fasteners to transfer the loads.

4-foot O.C. Trusses
Nailed into the Header
(Not Recommended) 
Shown right, middle

Post-frame buildings with 4’ on center trusses,
continuous headers, and 8’ on center columns don’t 
necessarily constitute a stronger roof system or better
truss-to-column connections. Typically, this system contains:

• Trusses that are designed to carry half of the load of the 
larger 8’ on center trusses

• More than twice the number of critical connections that 
need to be engineered and executed as opposed to a 
comparable 8’ on center truss system

• Connections that must be designed to carry loads based on 
strength of the fasteners, not load-bearing lumber

• Continuous headers that cause reduced clearance equal to 
the depth of the header

• Reduced bearing area for the trusses to set on 

Knee Bracing (Not Recommended) 
Shown right, bottom

Knee bracing is an outdated way to compensate for a weak 
truss connection. It also reduces the amount of usable space 
along side walls and can cause structural damage to the 
building if hit by accident.

TRUSS-TO-COLUMN

CRITICAL STRUCTURE POINT:CRITICAL STRUCTURE POINT:

Properly designed truss-to-column connections strenghten 
and stabilize the truss. It is vital that this aspect of the load 
path through which all roof loads are transferred to the 
ground be properly engineered and not left to the discretion 
of the builder.

Most Common Pole Barn Truss to 
Column Connections

Bonus: Notice how the roof 
purlins are straight up and not 
laying flat like the illustration 
below. More details on page 16 

Clearance
Loss

Stub

No lumber 
under the truss

Header
Board

Integrated
Truss Column
Connection

Bearing
lumber under truss

•  Posts Frame gets its name from the 
method in which the vertical loads from 
a truss roof system are transferred to 
the	post	and	finally	to	the	foundation.		

•  The posts are typically made of three 
2x6 lumber coated with preservatives 
and are glued and nailed together. This 
method	offers	a	variety	of	benefits	 
compared to solid sawn lumber.

•   There is more resistance to twisting and 
warping, because there is little chance 
of an imperfection such as a knot to be 
present in all three pieces of lumber in 
the same spot.

•  As shown in the picture to the left,  
the truss is able to interlock in the  
notch of the post, making a strong  
truss to post connection.

 (This is the recommended connection)

•  These 3ply posts are produced by  
licensed manufacturers and are  
kiln-dried, stress-rated, and pressure 
treated for longevity, and prevent  
termite damage.

•  This quality connection is designed to 
directly bear the loads over the posts 
and minimize the locations in which the 
load transfer relies on the shear  
strength of fasteners.

Examples of vertical loads are snowfall  
accumulation on roof, and the weight of the 
building materials themselves. Thus, the  
preferred connection is the truss saddled  
in the notch of the post.

 Examples of lateral loads are high winds,  
and earthquakes. The use of corner braces in 
wall sections and sheathing the exterior in metal 
prevent the forces caused by lateral loads.

Overlapping the purlins on the truss is a far 
stronger connection than the other method 
of butting the ends together. 

Vertical Load Path Lateral Load Path
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Overlapping Ends (shown above)

This requires more lumber; however, overlapping 
purlin ends creates a stronger connection than 
butting the ends together.

Purlins on Edge
Purlins placed skinny side down make the piece 
more sturdy and increases the strength of the roof. 
Purlins laying flat on the trusses allows for more 
flexibility, therefore decreases the strength of the 
structure. See illustration on page 13.

Screws

Screws

Thin gauge
splice plate

Preferred Overlapped Joint

“Butt” Joint

SIDEWALL GIRTS

CARRY THE WIND LOADCARRY THE WIND LOAD

PROVIDES STRENGTH TO THE WALLS &PROVIDES STRENGTH TO THE WALLS &

Sidewall girts in post-frame construction: 2x4 or 2x6 secondary wall 
framing members are attached horizontally to columns to support the wall 
sheathing and carry wind loads. They also provide lateral support for the 
columns to resist buckling. 

The number of girts and the spacing between them combined with the 
number and spacing of siding fasteners make a tremendous difference in 
the strength and stiffness of your post-frame building. 

Understanding a “Shear Wall”
The wind impact on a poorly constructed post-frame building can cause 
it to lean or collapse. A shear wall is a reinforcement achieved with OSB 
sheets attached to the framing using multiple fasteners. 

A post-frame building may need a shear wall when:
• It has a large opening on an end wall
• It is extra tall
• It is much longer than it is wide

Walls must be engineered to
withstand all structural loads
anticipated, including shear 
forces that can cause racking
of the end walls. 

What is a Pole Barn Shear 
Wall and Why is it Important?

Post Frame Building Roof 
Purlins Installation Options

Nails

Pre-drilled for a 6”  
60d ring shank nail

Preferred Overlapped Joint

Purlins installed on edge (skinny side down) 
increase the strength of the roof. Where as 
purlins	placed	on	the	flat	allow	for	flexing,	
decreasing the strength of the roof.
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Essential  
Truss Connection

Corrugated Metal

28-Ga (.016) Structural Steel Grade 
36” Cover Width 
AZM110 w/Activate Technology  
substrate	and	Colorbond	finish	
40-Yr Film Integrity, 35-Yr Fade/
Chalk, 10-Yr Red Rust and 25-Yr 
Performance Warranties 
Lynx Series is available in a variety  
of colors.
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FASTENERS

In post-frame construction, the term “fastening system” refers to (A) 
the type of fastener used and (B) how/where it’s applied. 

Much of the building strength comes from the diaphragm of steel 
formed by the roof and sides. The more securely the steel is affixed 
to the wood framing, the stronger the post-frame building. 

In addition, the ability of a shear wall to resist lateral loads requires 
a well-constructed roof diaphragm. The two work together to 
transfer lateral loads through the shear wall to the foundation. 
The effectiveness of this system is only as good as the quality and 
quantity of connections.

HOLD MATERIALS IN PLACE

RESTRAINTS THAT ATTACH &RESTRAINTS THAT ATTACH &

Screw Comparison 
Video for Cleary, Morton, 
Menards, & FBi Buildings

What We Have Learned From Storms
During a storm, loss of roofing materials and sheathing is the leading 
cause of structural failure in wood framed buildings. The central 
reason behind these failures is inadequate fastening of sheathing 
to supporting members. Once the roof sheathing has been pulled 
off the roof framing, the diaphragm ceases to function, and the load 
path has been interrupted. This is why choosing the correct fastener 
is vital to your building’s structural integrity. 

Screws vs. Nails
When comparing pole barn builders, you should pay close attention to the 
fastening system each one uses to attach the steel siding and roofing. It’s     
worth your while to evaluate different offerings before making a purchase.

After all, the fastening system a professional builder uses can dramatically 
affect the structural integrity of your post-frame building. The right choice  
will provide a tight connection between wood and steel materials, ensuring  
a stronger structure that’ll still look good in the future.

When selecting a fastening system, we recommend using screws over nails. 
Why? Because the former has superior holding power compared to the latter 
(700 pounds vs. 250 pounds). But that’s only part of the story. 

Wood fibers tend to return to their original position when a screw or nail is 
driven inside. Nails push the wood fibers downward, while screws pull the 
wood fibers upward. As the fibers return to their original position, they push 
the nails out and pull the screws tighter. (shown right)

When installing the fasteners into steel, post-frame builders have two 
choices: the top of the rib or the flat area in between the ribs. Connecting in 
the flat area is a tighter, more secure construction method. (shown below)

A firm, lasting grip maximizes seal effectiveness and strength. Next, look for 
a fastener encapsulating the rubber washer (the last line of defense against 
leaks). If your washer is exposed to weather elements, it’ll degrade over time 
and become less effective. Then, those pesky leaks will create a rotten and 
weakened structure.

FBi Fact: FBi Buildings was the first to use stainless steel screw fasteners as a 
standard in all buildings.

Wood fibers return to their orginal position 
when a screw or nail is driven into the fibers. 
Nails push the wood fibers down while screw 
fasteners pull the wood fibers up. When the 
fibers try to return to their original position, 
they will push out a nail and pull a screw 
tighter. 

Fasteners Attached in Flat Area of 
Steel Panel
Installing the screw in the rib allows movement 
around the critical seal area, and that movement then 
compounds the potential for leaks. When a screw or 
nail is attached to the flat - instead of the ribbed area 
of the panel, a tighter connection is assured. 

Since a post-frame building gets much of its strength 
from the steel panels, the tighter it is attached to the 
building, the better.

What	solidifies	the	strength	of	a	post	frame	structure	is	 
the installation of the steel roof and walls. Fastening screws 
through	the	flat	of	the	steel	is	a	tighter	connection,	 
compared to through the raised ribs on the panels.

•  The most common and cost  
effective	material	to	finish	the	 
exterior and interior of a post 
frame building is high strength 
corrugated steel panels.  Other 
material choices are an option  
but require additional framing  
and steps, incurring more expense.

•  Corrugated steel is a low  
maintenance material, and boasts 
many advantages. It offers a higher 
strength to withstand lateral loads, 
it exceeds all seismic code design 
standards, and is more resistant to 
fires	and	floods.	

4 ft. spaced trusses  
floating on header 

(Not recommended)

•  More trusses does not constitute 
a stronger building. Typically 
they are designed to carry half 
the load because there needs to 
be more of them. 

• This system is designed for the  
 loads to carried on the shear   
 strength of the fasteners, instead   
 of directly bearing on posts. 

•			Purlins	are	generally	installed	on	the	flat	 
 in this application, meaning two board ends  
 only have 3/4” to catch the truss, and are  
 toe-nailed to secure a connection. Unlike our  
 pref erred overlap joint (shown above).

•  This system requires small metal fasteners called hurricane 
clips to prevent the uplift of the roof, because it lacks the integrated 
strength of the truss to post connection.
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CONNECTION

Bearing Lumber
Follow the path to see how the loads are transferred from 
the roof to the columns to the foundation. High-quality 
construction and design optimize the use of bearing lumber 
and minimize points where the load transfer relies on the 
strength of fasteners.

Integrated Truss-to-Column Connections
(Recommended) 
Shown right, top

With an integrated or “saddled” connection, the truss is 
interlocked – not just attached to – the column. Secured 
from both sides with nails/screws/bolts, this truss-to-
column design significantly increases the strength of the 
connection. 

The results:

• A firm, interlocking wall system

• More efficient load transfer from the roof to the ground 
to efficiently transfer snow and wind loads

• Increases usable space in the building interior (doesn’t 
require knee bracing – a diagonal brace extending from 
the column to the bottom of the truss)

With overlapping connections, the truss simply sits on 
the top of or to the side of the column and relies on field-
installed fasteners to transfer the loads.

4-foot O.C. Trusses
Nailed into the Header
(Not Recommended) 
Shown right, middle

Post-frame buildings with 4’ on center trusses,
continuous headers, and 8’ on center columns don’t 
necessarily constitute a stronger roof system or better
truss-to-column connections. Typically, this system contains:

• Trusses that are designed to carry half of the load of the 
larger 8’ on center trusses

• More than twice the number of critical connections that 
need to be engineered and executed as opposed to a 
comparable 8’ on center truss system

• Connections that must be designed to carry loads based on 
strength of the fasteners, not load-bearing lumber

• Continuous headers that cause reduced clearance equal to 
the depth of the header

• Reduced bearing area for the trusses to set on 

Knee Bracing (Not Recommended) 
Shown right, bottom

Knee bracing is an outdated way to compensate for a weak 
truss connection. It also reduces the amount of usable space 
along side walls and can cause structural damage to the 
building if hit by accident.

TRUSS-TO-COLUMN

CRITICAL STRUCTURE POINT:CRITICAL STRUCTURE POINT:

Properly designed truss-to-column connections strenghten 
and stabilize the truss. It is vital that this aspect of the load 
path through which all roof loads are transferred to the 
ground be properly engineered and not left to the discretion 
of the builder.

Most Common Pole Barn Truss to 
Column Connections

Bonus: Notice how the roof 
purlins are straight up and not 
laying flat like the illustration 
below. More details on page 16 

Clearance
Loss

Stub

No lumber 
under the truss

Header
Board

Integrated
Truss Column
Connection

Bearing
lumber under truss
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